
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a network engineer level. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for network engineer level

Certification good but also not required
Support network teams in project Design Review Meetings to clarify project
requirements, design solutions in accordance with standards, create CRE
estimates, document, and lead solution in coordination with project manager
and other assigned resources
Assist with efforts to implement network hardware and software technology
components by analyzing the current environment using technical tools and
utilities, performing complex product customization, and developing
implementation and verification procedures to ensure successful installation
of network hardware/software
Resolve complex or critical incidents, logging and communicating issues and
resolutions
Analyze variances and initiate effectiveness or efficiency improvements in the
organization, standards, procedures or methods
Team Leading an L3 Technical Service desk team, ensuring the team are
operating at their most efficient, customer service focused and ensuring all
contractual obligations are met in a timely manner
This is a shift role, covering 24/7, job holder will be required to cover flexible
working hours/shift patterns as and when required
Responsible for managing the Security issues for customer
Act as an escalation point, to manage the resolution process for all P1 & P2
and other critical incidents from the point at which they are escalated to L3 to
resolution, ensuring quick and correct assessment of the issue, including
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The individual is expected to aggressively drive, facilitate and lead the
technical resolution of complex and highly visible technology incidents -
ensuring maximum system availability

Qualifications for network engineer level

CCIE level highly preferred
Understanding of basic networking concepts -- Basic route/ switch
configurations (layer 2) and VLAN's
This person will be working with desktop and server team handling remote
site configurations
High School diploma and/or 1-4 years of related work experience (typically
requires bachelors degree and 2-3 years of related work experience)
Master’s degree and at least 5 years of experience (typically requires a
bachelors or equivalent and seven to nine years of related
(telecommunications analyst) experience
Knowledge of network security to include


